Information for parents
Autistic spectrum disorders (ASDs) and related conditions
About this publication

This is a guide for parents with young children who have recently been diagnosed with an autistic spectrum disorder, or who are in the process of getting a diagnosis.

It was developed by the Early Support programme in partnership with the National Autistic Society and TreeHouse, in response to requests from families, professional agencies and voluntary organisations for better standard information. Families were consulted about the content and the text reflects what parents who have ‘been there before’ say they would have liked to have known in the early days of finding out about their child’s situation.

To find out more about Early Support, visit www.dcsf.gov.uk/everychildmatters/earlysupport

Where words in running text appear in colour like this, it means they can be found in the Glossary or that the contact details for an organisation can be found at the back of the booklet. Where words are printed in colour and italics, like this it means that a parent or family member said it.
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Introduction - where you are now

If you have recently learned that your child has an autistic spectrum disorder (ASD), this guide is for you. It has been drawn up with the help of parents of children with autism to:

• help you understand what autism is
• give you a picture of what you and others can do to help your child
• tell you about the support that is available
• answer the questions that many parents have at this time.

Throughout this booklet the terms autism, autistic spectrum disorders and the abbreviation ASD are used to cover a range of developmental disorders, which include Kanner’s autism and Asperger syndrome. In places, we refer specifically to Asperger syndrome.

It may be that you do not have a diagnosis yet. There may be a recognition that your child has an autistic spectrum disorder, but it’s not yet clear where your child is on the spectrum. Or, there may be indications that your child has a related condition. Whether or not your child is eventually diagnosed with autism, this guide provides some information to help you contribute to the assessment process, and prepare for what happens next. You may not want to read it all at once - you may find it more helpful to refer to different sections over time.

The National Autistic Society (NAS) and TreeHouse, who wrote this booklet, would like to thank all the parents of children with autism who helped us to produce it. Most of the quotations are from parents, but some are taken from Love, Hope and Autism by Joanna Edgar (1999).

First, there are two very important things to remember:

It’s not your fault

The fact that your child has an ASD, or may have an ASD, has nothing whatsoever to do with the way that you have been looking after them. The causes of autism are as yet unknown, but we do know for certain that autism is not caused by parenting. Parents of young children with ASDs are just like everyone else. Autism affects children from all walks of life and in all countries and cultures.

You aren’t alone

The National Autistic Society estimates that autistic spectrum disorders affect 535,000 people throughout the UK. Many other parents are going through what you’re going through and there are many who are further on in their journey. Recent research suggests that one in every hundred children is affected by autism.
Even if you don’t feel like taking any other steps right now, we recommend that you make contact with other parents of children with autism through a local support group as soon as possible. They can help you make sense of the things you read here and can be a valuable source of information and advice on how things work in your area.

You can find out about local support groups by:

- contacting the National Autistic Society (NAS) Helpline on 0845 070 4004 or autismhelpline@nas.org.uk
- visiting www.autism.org.uk/directory, a database of autism services including local support groups
- visiting www.autism.org.uk/signpost for information specific to your child’s age group and location
- using online communities to get in touch with other parents of children with autism (see later in this booklet for more information).
- asking the person who gave you this booklet, or your health visitor
- asking at your local library.

‘My message to other families of autistic children is always to think positively, follow your own instincts and never ever give up hope.’
Coming to terms with a diagnosis of autism or a related condition

If your child has not yet had a diagnosis, uncertainty about their situation may be very stressful for you. Sometimes the process of reaching a diagnosis seems to take a very long time, and for some parents this time is harder than the period after a problem has been identified.

‘The stress is not knowing. If you know a bit and you’re actually doing something, even though there are 100 things you could be doing, you feel better about it.’

If the process of diagnosis is taking a long time, it may be that the professionals suspect your child has autism or a related condition but want to be certain their diagnosis is correct. This is important, because it affects the type of help that will most effectively address your child’s needs. Unfortunately, there are delays sometimes simply because of the high demand on services for children with disabilities.

‘Some health specialists may be reluctant and say ‘We don’t like to label children’. Well, we don’t like to label them as parents either, but we have to. Getting that label is the first step to getting some help and you want to know what it is you are dealing with - you just want to know.’

There is general agreement that getting appropriate education and/or therapy at the earliest possible stage maximises the chance that a child with autism will develop their abilities. The sooner you get a diagnosis, the sooner you can begin to get the help your child needs - but remember that you can get access to services before you get a diagnosis.

If you have received a diagnosis, even though you may have thought you wanted definite information, it can still be a big shock. Many families experience diagnosis as a time of great emotional upheaval.

‘I said, “I want to know now, I’ve come all this way. I’ve been waiting a year, I need to know now.” They said, “He’s autistic.” I sat there, thinking, “Do I really want to know this?” I was really angry with my husband because he hadn’t come.’

Some families feel they need to grieve the loss of the child they thought they had. Feeling angry, or feeling that you must be at fault, are normal and common reactions. This process is an important part of accepting your child’s diagnosis, and it can take time.

‘It’s really hard, and often you deal with it on your own. It’s a sense of bereavement really - and very devastating.’
When some family members find it easier than others to adapt to the family’s new situation, this can add to the strain.

‘There’s no way of knowing how to deal with each other, how to deal with members of your family who say the most stupid things, like, “Oh, he’ll grow out of it”.’

Some families go through a process that starts with shock and an inability to do anything, and then move through anger to some sort of acceptance. Different family members are likely to take a different amount of time to go through this process. Parents of children with autism emphasise that it really helps when you reach a point at which you can begin to accept the situation.

‘I think the first most important thing is for someone to tell you that you need to accept he’s got this thing. Once you accept, you can help. I think what we tend to do is feel sorry for our children, and then you can’t do anything.’

Some parents say it’s helpful to think in terms of setting out on a journey. It won’t be the journey you expected or wanted to go on and it will have low points but it will also at times bring rewarding experiences.

‘I read something that I thought was very powerful. It starts off: “I thought I was going to Paris. All my friends were going to Paris and I thought that’s where I was going, too. But I suddenly found I wasn’t in Paris. I was in Amsterdam. I didn’t want to go to Amsterdam. That wasn’t where I’d set out to go. But now I’m in Amsterdam and I’m looking around, and Amsterdam is different to Paris. But actually it’s quite beautiful in its own right.” And why that was very powerful for me was because it was about stopping comparing. It was about, stopping wishing you were in Paris, and starting to look at Amsterdam and to think about what you can do there.’

‘Someone who also had a child with a disability told me: “You’ll meet people in your life now that you would never ever have met if you weren’t setting out on this journey. You will meet the most genuine, the most kind, the most imaginative people, and if you weren’t entering into this world, you would never have had the opportunity to do that.”’

However, it’s important not to deny how stressful it can be to have a child with an ASD.
‘Sometimes you have negative thoughts about your child, but when you talk to other parents you realise that it’s quite common, and that it doesn’t mean that you’re a dreadful person, or a bad parent.’

Some parents feel very alone, and unsure of how to cope with social situations.

‘You feel so isolated. I tried to take my little boy to the park but he would run off and hit other children. So sometimes you’re just stuck indoors with him, and you do start to get a bit depressed, really.’

It can also be particularly difficult to handle other people’s lack of understanding. Over time, you will develop skill in handling other people’s reactions.

“Give him a slap”, growled the young workman sitting with his cup of tea reading his Sun. The unfamiliar surroundings were making Davis anxious and he was whining. This time I was ready. There was an awkward silence from the other people in the café. Into it, to no one in particular, I said, in as neutral a way as I could manage: “He has a disability” and left it at that. The workman retreated into his paper. The others relaxed and returned to what they were doing. We had created some space for ourselves. It had worked.’

All parents say that what really helps is talking to other parents of children with autism.

‘Unless you’re fortunate enough to speak to other parents who have been in the same position, you feel that you’re on your own.’

‘It’s important to be able to share a problem with somebody who knows exactly what you’re going through. You haven’t got to go through the rigmarole of explaining it all - because that’s the depressing factor, I think. But when somebody else has got it as a normality in their life as well, you can laugh about some of the weird things that happen.’

This guide aims to help you to find the information and support you need so that you can move forward and feel more in control.
What is an autistic spectrum disorder (ASD)?

Autistic spectrum disorders (ASDs) are lifelong, developmental disabilities that affect the way a person communicates and relates to people around them.

'It’s as if your child’s brain has been wired up in a different way to usual. This doesn’t change, but the ways in which it shows itself, and the extent to which it shows itself, do change.'

'It’s really easy to think that the autism is like a shell around your normal child, and that if you try hard enough you’ll get that outer shell off, and your child will be free to get on. But you have to realise that it’s not something in the way of them being normal, it’s part of them.'

'It’s nothing that you’ve done. A child doesn’t become autistic. It’s in them already. They don’t learn to be autistic.'

Children with ASDs are affected in a huge variety of ways and to very different degrees. This is why it’s called ‘the autistic spectrum’. Autism can affect children with any level of intellectual ability, from those who are profoundly learning disabled, to those with average or high intelligence. So, having an ASD doesn’t necessarily mean that you have learning difficulties. The more seriously affected children at one end of the spectrum have learning difficulties as well and require high levels of support. At the other end of the spectrum, some people with Asperger syndrome or ‘high-functioning autism’ are very intelligent academically. They may go on to be successful in their chosen field. However, they still experience significant social and communication difficulties.

Some children have other difficulties which are not directly related to their ASD, such as dyspraxia, dyslexia or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). It’s important to seek an assessment of any other conditions, as this affects the sort of support that will best meet your child’s needs.
What are the signs and characteristics of autistic spectrum disorders?

Children with ASDs have significant difficulties relating to other people in a meaningful way. Their ability to develop relationships is impaired, as is their capacity to understand other people's feelings and the social rules of communication.

Everyone with an ASD has difficulties in three main areas. These are known as ‘the triad of impairments’, or ‘the three impairments’:

- **social interaction**  
  difficulty understanding social ‘rules’, behaviour and relationships, for example, appearing indifferent to other people or not understanding how to take turns

- **social communication**  
  difficulty with verbal and non-verbal communication, for example, not fully understanding the meaning of common gestures, facial expressions or tone of voice

- **rigidity of thinking and difficulties with social imagination**  
  difficulty in the development of interpersonal play and imagination, for example, having a limited range of imaginative activities, possibly copied and pursued rigidly and repetitively.

All children with autism have impairments in all three of these areas. However, the ways in which the three impairments manifest themselves vary enormously. They are described in more detail in the following pages.

Note: This section draws on *Autism: How to help your child* (1998) and *Autism in the early years - a practical guide* (2000). Details of these are in the Books and further sources of information section.
Social understanding and social behaviour

When they are born, most babies seem ready to become sociable and develop communication skills. Young children just seem to know that other people are important to turn to for comfort, to share moments of pleasure with, to look to for guidance and to learn from. Children with ASDs find this all very difficult. They may seem less interested in people. They find it hard to see things from another person’s point of view. They often seem trapped in a world of their own. Some may like being sociable and tactile but don’t seem to understand how to do these things. A young child with an ASD can’t make sense of people, and may find them frighteningly unpredictable. They may:

• seem to relate better to objects than people
• only tolerate approaches from very familiar people
• only be receptive to approaches from people they know well
• not want to be comforted in distress
• seem to use people as a means to an end - for example, by taking someone’s hand to obtain something out of their own reach
• seem to be unaware of social rules and conventions.

Social communication (verbal and non-verbal communication)

Children with ASDs may not be eager to communicate. They may not be ready to learn things that other children learn naturally and therefore don’t have the chance to tune into language in the same way. They find it very hard to make sense of the things that happen around them. Words may mean very little to them and they may be unable to link what they see with the things being said to them.

Young children with ASDs not only have difficulty making sense of words but also with reading non-verbal messages in facial expressions and gestures. This makes it difficult for them to learn what is expected of them, and to recognise when someone is happy or upset and what that means.
A young child with an ASD may:

- develop speech in a way that is slow, disrupted or disordered - or may not develop speech at all
- often use words out of context and without trying to communicate
- not respond when spoken to
- use language correctly but not really understand what they are saying
- echo words other people say - straight away, or later (this is sometimes called echolalia)
- use words and then ‘lose’ them (not use them again)
- not use eye contact as a natural part of communication
- rarely understand or use gesture
- develop a pointing gesture, but use it to indicate need rather than to share an experience.

‘The concepts of physical and mental impairment are fairly easy for people to grasp, but the idea of social impairment is much more difficult to understand (and to explain).’

Rigidity of thinking and difficulties with social imagination

Imagination helps us understand the world and predict and see the perspective of other people. Children with an ASD are unable to do this to any great extent. When pretend play begins to appear in children who don’t have an ASD, it’s a sign that imagination is beginning to develop. In children with ASDs this process occurs very slowly, in unusual ways, or not at all.

Problems of imagination show themselves in different ways. Some children never seem interested in what a toy is or what it represents. They may focus on the features of the toy such as the wheels of the car or the box the toy came in. Other children may run the toy car in and out of a garage, but don’t act out more complex stories. Some children seem to act out stories or take on particular characters, but the story turns out to be an imitation of a video or book. This doesn’t mean that children with autistic spectrum disorders don’t have any imagination, it just means they tend to have less ability in this area and they tend to be less interested in sharing their imaginative ideas than other children.
Some children with ASDs learn to talk easily, but find it hard to understand communication that is not literal. Expressions like ‘I laughed so much I nearly died’, or ‘If you eat any more you’ll burst’, can be very frightening for them. They may have difficulties understanding that a phrase or story is not real.

Problems with imagination make the world a very uncertain place, so children with ASDs find reassurance in setting up routines and patterns that they can control. Repetitive behaviours and routines are a common feature of ASDs. A young child with an ASD:

• cannot easily make sense of sequences and events
• may become distressed if a familiar routine changes
• may impose routines on others
• will often engage in stereotypical body movements (for example, some children will flap their hands, some may rock back and forth)
• will often resist new experiences, for example trying different foods or wearing new clothes
• may find it hard to work out what other people are going to do, and cannot make sense of why other people do what they do - they are unable to take someone else’s perspective or point of view
• will only develop symbolic play slowly - if at all (symbolic play is play which involves pretending and using imagination)
• will often pay particular attention to unusual details and struggle to see the bigger picture.
Other common challenges for children who have an ASD

This section may look daunting, so it’s important to remember that strengths and challenges change over time and that not all of the following will be relevant for your child. Information sheets on many of these issues are available from the National Autistic Society Helpline, Tel 0845 070 4004 or Email autismhelpline@nas.org.uk.

‘There may be improvements in one area and then issues become more apparent in another. You look back and see what was a problem then, is no longer one and vice versa.’

• Sensory difficulties:
  A significant number of children with an ASD are very sensitive (hypersensitive) or under-sensitive (hyposensitive) in one or more of their senses. They may have heightened sensitivity to certain types of sound, touch, texture, taste of food, light, colour or smell. Something like a clothes label, for example, might cause a child extreme discomfort. Other children lack sensory awareness of temperature or pain. Some children shift between hypersensitivity and hyposensitivity. Sensory difficulties can have a significant impact on behaviour and communication.
  ‘We thought it was the cabinets (at the delicatessen counter in the supermarket) but it ended up being, you know, the little lights that tell you the numbers. Every time they flicked over, that bothered her. She could hear them buzzing and we thought it was the actual light that was on, like you would, the neon type, but it wasn’t and we couldn’t understand why she could look at them but then she’d run away. It was so loud for her and it wasn’t until she was a lot older that she could tell us that. We’ve only really known that in the last 18 months. We just could never understand why she used to scream at the top of her voice whenever we were in a place like that.’

• Sleeping difficulties:
  Children may have problems getting to sleep or may wake periodically throughout the night. The child may catch up on sleep during the day or may seem to require much less sleep than the rest of the family.

• Eating difficulties:
  Children may only eat certain foods, or foods of one consistency or one colour. Others have rituals, such as insisting different foods never touch the same plate.

• Difficulties with toileting:
  As with eating difficulties, it may be advisable to look into whether there are other medical reasons for your child’s difficulty, such as constipation.
• **Bowel problems, which may cause pain:**
  Some children may be prone to constipation or diarrhoea and some benefit from a special diet. They may experience both, at different times, or at the same time (if the bowel is blocked, then only liquid matter can pass the blockage).

• **Difficulties developing independence and personal care skills**

• **Difficulties with motor skills:**
  For instance, they may have unusual difficulty holding a pencil (a fine motor skill). Some children may be clumsy or have an odd way of standing or walking (gross motor skills)

• **Obsessions:**
  Thomas the Tank Engine and dinosaurs are common obsessions, as well as various types of electric equipment. Some children with an ASD insist on certain rituals.

• **Fears and phobias:** These can include everyday things such as certain advertisements, pictures in books, specific songs, buttons or clocks.

• **Poor spatial awareness:**
  Spatial awareness is the sense of knowing where you are in relation to other objects around you.

• **An unusual focus on detail:**
  Focusing on minor details and ignoring the main picture - for example, looking at a spot of dirt on the floor when they are in the middle of a chasing game.
These pin people illustrate some of the ways in which autism is displayed:-

- Difficulty with social relationships
- Difficulty with verbal communication
- Difficulty with non-verbal communication
- Difficulty in the development of play and imagination
- Resistance to change in routine

Ask the paediatrician and other professionals you are talking with to write down information about your child’s diagnosis for you, so that you have a written record of your child’s difficulties. This helps because you have information to read through in your own time and to refer to again as time goes by. Written information about your child, their needs and difficulties can be important when you are asking for services to help your family - but don’t forget you may be able to access services without a diagnosis. If you are using the Early Support Family file you can keep all of your information together in there.

As with all children, the full picture of your child’s abilities and difficulties will only become apparent over time, and it’s important that you review their progress regularly with all the professionals involved.
Getting help

Parent groups and voluntary organisations

Voluntary organisations, charities and parent support groups provide a broad range of support, and can help you to find out how services work in your area. They can also help with practical things like applying for financial help and benefits.

Many families stress how important parent support groups have been to them. These groups provide early support, advice, information, and to some extent, a social life.

‘There are lots of parents who have been in the same place as you. They’ve been in your shoes. You don’t have to reinvent the wheel.’

‘Nobody tells you what’s going to happen, but when you go to support groups and other parents say, “Yes, he’s putting toothpaste all over the walls”, you think, “Okay, right. It’s normal.”’

You can find out about local groups by talking to other parents, asking your library for a list of local voluntary organisations or visiting www.autism.org.uk/signpost. The Autism Services Directory, at www.autism.org.uk/directory also holds information about local groups, services, autism events, training courses and other resources.

The National Autistic Society offers a comprehensive membership scheme providing information and support, both nationally and locally, for parents and carers of those with an autistic spectrum disorder. For more details call 020 7903 3563 or visit www.autism.org.uk/joinus
Befriending

Some local support groups provide professional and volunteer befriending schemes. The NAS Befriending Scheme also operates in some areas and puts trained volunteers in contact with families to provide a friendly listening ear or company when you’re out and about.

You can find out more information about befriending by contacting the Autism Helpline on 0845 070 4004 or by visiting www.autism.org.uk/befriending

Telephone lines

Contact a Family

Contact a Family is a UK-wide charity providing support, advice and information for families with disabled children. Contact a Family can help give you further information about autism and other conditions, and advise you on the services available in your area. They run a helpline for family members. Contact a Family can also help you get in touch with other parents of disabled children living near you.

Contact a Family
209-211 City Road
London EC1V 1JN

Tel: 020 7608 8700
Fax: 020 7608 8701
Helpline: 0808 808 3555
Textphone: 0808 808 3556   (Free for parents and families 10am-4pm, Mon-Fri)

Email: info@cafamily.org.uk
Web: www.cafamily.org.uk

Parent to Parent Line

The Parent to Parent Line is a free, confidential telephone support service for parents of an adult or child with autism and is provided by other volunteer parents. You can ring the freephone number 0800 9 520 520 at any time, and leave a message and contact telephone number. The next parent volunteer on duty will pick up the message and phone you back.
Specific Programmes

The EarlyBird parent support programme

This programme was developed specifically for parents/carers of pre-school age children with ASD. The programme takes place once a week over a three-month period. It helps parents facilitate their child’s social communication and appropriate behaviour through group sessions and home visits. Small groups of parents or other family members meet with a trained professional and learn about ASD and helpful strategies to use with your child. Families are also visited at home. Professionals who have specific expertise in working with children with ASD run the programme and support parents in trying out new strategies. The programme also provides an opportunity to meet and make friends with other parents in similar situations.

EarlyBird uses parts of the Hanen approach to help with communication. You can read more about this later in the booklet. EarlyBird Plus is similar to EarlyBird, but is for parents and carers of children aged four to eight. Two family members can attend, along with a professional such as a keyworker or a teacher who regularly works with the child.

For information about local programmes contact EarlyBird, visit www.autism.org.uk/directory or contact your local authority.

NAS EarlyBird Centre
Barnsley Road
Dodworth
Barnsley
South Yorkshire S75 3JT

Tel: 01226 779 218

Email: earlybird@nas.org.uk
Web: www.autism.org.uk/earlybird
The help! programme

The help! programme offers information, advice and support for parents and carers of people with a recent diagnosis of ASD, including children over five. The emphasis is on clear, practical and up-to-date information and on making sure parents know about their rights and entitlements.

There are two main programmes that currently run free of charge across the UK for parents and full time carers - a 20 hour programme and a one day programme. The programme help! 2 is a series of seminars for parents and carers who have some basic knowledge of ASD. The seminars focus on practical topics such as anger management, helping siblings, making and using visual supports, writing to Social Stories, and anti-bullying tips.

You can find out about local help! programmes by contacting the Autism Helpline on 0845 070 4004 or emailing help.programme@nas.org.uk

Internet and email networks

Social media sites are becoming popular places on the internet for parents to connect with one another and offer mutual support. They can also be valuable sources of information. There are communities, message boards and forums for parents, siblings, people with autism, and general groups for anyone with an interest in autism.

Email discussion lists let you post questions and useful information to other members on the list, at a time that’s convenient for you. Chat channels are for conversations in ‘real time’.

The NAS supports an online community on the NAS website www.autism.org.uk. The NAS also provides information on a range of other internet groups, some of which are listed below. As these are internet groups, this publication cannot endorse their contents, but you might find it helpful to know about them.

Autism networks

A charitable body run by a group of like-minded parents, carers, professionals and people with autism. One of their aims is to make links with anyone concerned with autism.
www.autismnetworks.org.uk

AspergersUK

For UK parents of children with Asperger syndrome.
http://health.groups.yahoo.com/group/AspergersUK/
Autism Connect
An online resource providing information about autism, news and events from around the world, and access to discussion forums and other web sites about autism.
www.autismconnect.org.uk

Autism sibs
A group for brothers and sisters of autistic children to discuss issues about growing up with a child with ASD.
http://groups.yahoo.com/subscribe/autism_sibs

ASD friendly
For everyone to share experiences of everyday life with ASD children.
www.ASDfriendly.org

Autism UK
An active UK-based list which provides a forum for wide-ranging discussion on many issues related to autistic spectrum disorders.
http://lists.autismisanotherworld.com/mailman/listinfo/autism-uk/

Autistichat
A place for people with autism and related disorders to chat online. The channel is also open to the parents, friends and family of individuals with autism.
www.autistichat.net

talk about autism
An online community for parents, carers, families and people on the spectrum, to discuss issues surrounding autism. This is provided by TreeHouse and TalkTalk.
www.talkaboutautism.org.uk

ABA UK
An online group for all parents using Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) and Lovaas in the UK. They can discuss issues such as home-based ABA programmes, mainstreaming, combining ABA with special schools and sharing information about ABA Consultants.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ABA-UK/
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NAS online community

An active and diverse community which includes discussions, a programme of events and special interest groups. This is moderated daily by volunteers. See NAS website for details.
www.nas.org.uk

‘Before I joined an e-group, I used to be dubious about them. But when you think about it, it’s amazing, because instead of ringing up someone and asking them the same questions over and over again because you haven’t taken it in, you can go to archives and look at the messages that you’ve saved. And somebody else is sure to ask a question that you’re too embarrassed to ask, because they’re new to the group. If there’s something that you don’t want to deal with now, someone will ask the question in four months’ time and maybe you’re ready to look at it then. So I think it’s an incredible source of support and information for a parent.’
Statutory support for children and families

Universal, statutory and independent services

Most families in an area use ‘universal’ or ‘statutory’ services, i.e. the services provided by their local authority for all families and children, including health, education and social services. Local authorities provide some services directly - for example, benefits, schools and short break schemes funded by social services. However, a thriving independent sector provided by charities or commercial organisations with a particular interest in ASD also operates in many places. Sometimes these services are bought in, or funded, by local authorities.

For example, your child might attend a nursery run by a local voluntary organisation with particular experience of supporting children with ASD, but with your local education authority or social services department paying for them to attend.

It’s important to find out about everything that is available in your area, and to check that you have been given information about the independent, as well as the statutory agency services, that are available.

You should also check which of the different types of intervention listed later in this booklet are available near you. However, this booklet cannot tell you exactly how you should receive help, because that depends on your child’s particular needs and on the way in which services are organised in your area.

At present, the support available to children and families isn’t always well coordinated, and parents often report that they discover what’s available in a piecemeal way, from different sources, at different times. While some parents experience support that’s organised smoothly and quickly, others find that it takes many months to get help.

It’s Government policy to develop better joint working between professionals and departments and better-integrated services for children. Where local services are not well coordinated, parents often find they need to play a more active role in ensuring that services and professionals work together.
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What education provision is available for children and at what age?

Understanding of the nature and impact of ASD is still developing.

Provision for young children is further complicated by the fact that the challenges that a child is facing may only be recognised slowly as their development begins to look different from that of other children. Diagnosis is sometimes difficult or ambiguous.

For children with an ASD, education may mean learning some things that other children develop naturally. For example, specific teaching may be needed to help children learn to tolerate or interact with other children or to understand the rules and routines of situations that other children take for granted.

The education of children who have an ASD is often the main concern of parents following diagnosis. Support for children with ASD is organised by local authorities as part of their provision for children with special educational needs. Extra help or support in the pre-school years is provided at different levels, depending on how severe a child’s need for extra help is and on the approach taken by each individual local authority.

It can be time consuming and tiring to work out what’s the best early years setting or school for your child. Some authorities are also further ahead in responding to the rising number of children with identified ASD than others. The best provide good early support for young children with autism. Others are not so good.

‘A lot depends on where you live. When I started to ask about the education for my son, we hit a brick wall. But we moved into the neighbouring local authority and they could not have been more helpful. They really listened, understood where we were coming from, and provision that was funded was all that we had hoped for.’

What should you look for?

It can be helpful to ask yourself:

- What kind of education does my child really need?
- What education provision is available in my area and at what age?
- What level of education and additional support is my child legally entitled to?
What education does your child need?

Although each child with ASD is unique and the autism spectrum is very broad, there are some features that are common to all good autism education provision. These include:

- access to professionals who understand ASD
- willingness and ability to present information in a way that addresses a child’s communication difficulties
- willingness and ability to adapt some ‘normal’ routines for a child with ASD, in line with their individual needs
Early years support

In addition to childcare provided by family members, many children and their families are helped and supported by professionals in early years settings. However, the level and type of support available in different local authorities varies widely. Some children attend a nursery class daily and receive one-to-one support there; other children are only offered one hour of input on alternate weeks.

Some families supplement what their local authority is able to provide by paying for services themselves - for example, in private nurseries or autism-specific home programmes. Some parents receive funding from their local authority to help them do this, while others do not.

The types of early intervention support for children with an ASD that are normally provided by local authorities include:

- **Portage** (a pre-school home visiting special educational needs support service), which is usually accessed via your local authority (LA)
- playgroups, including those run by the Pre-school Learning Alliance, where additional help can be provided for your child.
- nursery classes which may be attached to a local mainstream or special school and which are specially resourced to support children with special educational needs
- advisory services of different types provided by local authorities with input from speech and language therapists, educational psychologists and teachers
- Children’s Centres, which provide childcare, early education and family support in one place. Some have additional facilities for children with special needs or disabilities

It’s important to clarify exactly what support is being offered to your family when you’re talking with professionals about the options that are available, because early intervention services vary widely in their approach and intensity.

From birth to 3 years

For the very youngest children, parents and carers normally play the most important role in deciding and funding the provision that is right for their child. However, some local authorities will fund or provide services such as those above for very young children with ASD.
Questions to ask about services for very young children

• How much one-to-one attention from an adult will my child have?
• Will the adult(s) have the skills to build up my child’s desire and ability to interact and communicate?
• How will my child’s time be structured?

Families where at least one parent works 16 hours a week or more may qualify to receive the Working Tax Credit. The childcare element of the Working Tax Credit enables families to get back up to 80 per cent of costs for eligible childcare.

3 to 5 years

All children in England are entitled to receive a free, part-time early education place from the 1st September, 1st January or 1st April following their third birthday. A ‘free nursery education place’ means a minimum of 12.5 hours per week for 38 weeks of the year. From September 2010 all three and four-year-olds will have access to 15 hours of free early years provision per week for 38 weeks a year, and parents will be able to take up the entitlement more flexibly over a minimum of three days. Some areas are already making provision available more flexible and for 15 hours a week. In some areas these places are also available for two years olds, especially if they have communication difficulties.

Free early years education is provided in various settings, including pre-school groups, Children’s Centres, registered childminders, nursery and reception classes in primary schools, nursery schools and private nurseries.

Questions to ask about early years settings

• Are activities adapted to meet the particular needs of my child?
• How will the setting provide structure and consistency?
• How much one-to-one attention from an adult will my child have?
• Do the adult(s) have the skills to address my child’s specific communication, social, behavioural and sensory needs?

You can find out more information from your local Family Information Service. Contact Daycare Trust on 0845 872 6260 (open Mon, Tue, Thu and Fri 10am-1pm and 2-5pm, Wed 2-5pm) or info@daycaretrust.org.uk to get the contact details for your area.
Looking for the right school

In England, children are required to attend school at the start of the term after their fifth birthday, either on 31st August, 31st December or 31st March. However, in some areas children may start earlier than this, depending on local admission arrangements.

There is no straightforward answer to the question ‘What’s the ‘right’ type of education?’, because ASDs are so complex and individual. The ‘right’ kind of provision is the one that meets your child’s individual needs. Talk with other parents, support groups and ask questions of any schools and early years settings that you visit. It’s important that you get to know the choices available and get a sense of the training, expertise, environment and ethos which is on offer to meet the needs of your child.

‘I found out the best way to get my child into the school I wanted was by talking to other parents who had been through the same.’

Your child is entitled by law to attend the local mainstream school. However, because different children with autism need very different types of provision, it’s a good idea to start looking at a range of schools available in your area (and in neighbouring local authorities) as early as possible. It may take some time to find the place that you feel will best meet your child’s needs.

Some of the alternatives include:

- an autism-specific resource base within a mainstream school
- a mainstream school where autism-specific support is provided and tailored to the individual
- a special school with experience and expertise in autism
- home education
- a combination of the above, tailored to the child’s needs

‘There was always agreement between the teachers, specialists and me that, as long as he was very well supported, a mainstream school with a specialist unit would be best for Callum.’

‘My son is severely autistic (no language, little understanding, few self-help skills) so a dedicated special school is the only viable option for him.’

‘He started with a full-time placement in the special unit and after three years when he was ready and expressed a wish to join the mainstream children, he was put into a non-stream class in the mornings with a lot of support.’

To find out what is available locally, you can contact your local authority and your local Parent Partnership Officer. You can also look up schools and other education services in your area in the Autism Services Directory (www.autism.org.uk/directory).
Questions to ask about schools

- Will the curriculum be adapted to meet the particular needs of my child?
- Will they be able to provide an appropriate environment for my child - for example structure, consistency, specific communication approaches?
- Will my child get the level of one-to-one support from an appropriately skilled adult that they need?
- How willing is the school to work with parents and discuss things with us?
- How will the school help my child to participate in the whole-school activities they will benefit from but protect them from other activities that will not meet their needs?

A few parents choose to educate their child at home, running autism-specific home-based interventions. If you are interested in this option, you must inform the local authority of your decision once your child is five.

Finding out more - Parent Partnership Services

Parent partnership services provide support and advice to parents whose children have special educational needs. Many local authorities have autism specific services which have been set up with the help of parents.

They should provide accurate and neutral information on the full range of options available to parents. They are there to help parents to make informed decisions about their child’s education.

Where parents want an independent parental supporter, the service should provide one.

Your local authority, your child’s education provider or Contact a Family will be able to put you in touch with the local parent partnership service who can also give you the names of local voluntary organisations and parents’ groups that might be able to help.

To find out more about Parent Partnership Services ring Contact a Family on 0808 808 3555.
The SEN System

Children with special educational needs (SEN) are defined as have learning difficulties or disabilities that make it harder for them to learn than most children of the same age. They may need extra or different help from that given to other children. For children with an ASD, difficulties at school with learning and school work may be associated with difficulties making friends or relating to adults, with behaviour, with organising themselves or physical or sensory difficulties that affect their life at school.

You can read more about this in Special Educational Needs (SEN): a guide for parents, which is available free of charge from the Department for Children, Schools and Families. Ring 0845 600 9506 to ask for a copy, quoting the reference number DCSF/00639/2008.

Every mainstream school and early years setting has a member of staff called a SENCO (special educational needs co-ordinator), who is there to make sure that the appropriate provision is made for children who have special educational needs.

‘We had a great SENCO at mainstream nursery who gave us all the options and supported the decision we made.’

All good early education settings and schools place importance on identifying special educational needs early so that they can help children as quickly as possible. Once it is clear that your child has SEN, your child’s teachers should take a graduated approach to providing different levels of additional educational support and intervention.

This graduated approach recognises that children learn in different ways and can have different kinds or levels of SEN. So increasingly, step by step, specialist expertise can be brought in to help the school with the difficulties that a child may have.

The levels of additional support available are:

- **Early Years Action or School Action**: additional help and support provided for a child by the school or early years setting
- **Early Years Action Plus or School Action Plus**: additional help and support given to a child by the school, but with the help of other professionals brought in from outside
- **Statement of Special Educational Needs**: If extra resources are required to support your child that cannot be provided at Early Years Action or Early Years Action Plus, then they will be assessed so that their needs can be set out in a legal document called a statement of special educational needs. Some families with children with ASD find they need to request an assessment and secure a statement in order to get their local authority to fund the special provision or
intervention they think their child requires. A statement can be requested at any age, although this is less common for children under three. Parents can start the process themselves by requesting an assessment and they can do this as early as they feel it’s appropriate (for instance, on the basis of their child’s behaviour at playgroup or nursery).

A school or early years setting must tell you when they first start giving additional or different help to your child at Early Years Action or Early Years Action Plus. The additional or different help associated with special educational needs could be a different way of teaching certain things, some help from an extra adult, more time working in a small group, or making changes to the learning space your child uses. In addition to the questions in the sections above, you may find some of the following questions helpful things to bear in mind when thinking about an education provision or visiting a setting:

- Does the senior member of staff (e.g. the head teacher or the playgroup manager) have an understanding of ASD?
- Do the SENCO and other members of staff understand ASD?
- Is staff training available on ASD?
- Has the setting an understanding of creating Circles of Friends or other systems of social support that might help your child?
- Does the setting teach social skills and understanding as part of the curriculum?
- Are alternative communication methods that might help your child used by members of staff - for example, the Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS), or pictures and photos?
- If your child can’t cope with unstructured time, what support will be put in place during breaks and lunchtime?
- Are there clear expectations and rules of behaviour for children in the setting? At the same time, is there flexibility to deal with children who struggle to conform?
- Are there designated areas available for children with ASD to use as places for quiet time or as their special learning space?
What level of education is your child entitled to?

Children with special educational needs enjoy the same rights as any other child to receive educational provision that meets their individual needs. It is unlawful for education settings to discriminate against disabled children and prospective children who may be disabled, and they must make reasonable adjustments to accommodate children’s disabilities.

If you are experiencing any problems in accessing the support you feel your child needs, contact the NAS Advocacy for Education Service on 0845 070 4002, an autism-specific education advice service. They can also tell you more about what your child is entitled to and about other organisations that provide educational advice for parents of children with special educational needs.

You could also contact the Advisory Centre for Education. Their general advice line is open Monday to Friday 10am-5pm on 0808 800 5793 and full contact details are given at the back of the booklet.
Access to short breaks and financial help

A child with ASD can add to the stresses and expenses of family life.

Parents sometimes experience high levels of stress, exhaustion and lack of sleep. You may also find it difficult to find time to look after yourself and other family members.

There are different types of short breaks (respite care) or family support schemes for children with disabilities. These are provided by social services departments and include play schemes, babysitting services or residential short break services. Using these schemes could help your child by providing them with new activities and experiences, and help you by giving you time to relax, spend time with the rest of your family and get your energy back.

You have the right to request an assessment of your family’s support needs from your social services or children’s services department. If you have a child with autism or a related condition, the department is obliged to carry out this assessment. If you are assessed as needing respite care, the local authority must supply it. However, because of very high demand for these services, waiting lists for short break schemes are usually long.

Where services are available, families say that the most important consideration is whether the staff involved have experience and skill in working with children with autism. It can be hard to find suitable schemes. It’s a good idea to ask whether staff working for any service you are thinking of using have received any autism training. If you are having difficulties with social services, contact Contact a Family or the Family Rights Group.
Direct Payments

Some families choose to organise support and services for their child themselves, rather than using the services on offer through social services. Direct Payments can sometimes be made by social services to families to cover the cost of arranging services yourself. You can find out more about Direct Payments by contacting your social services department or visiting www.dcsf.gov.uk/everychildmatters/resources-and-practice/IG00321

Disability Living Allowance (DLA)

DLA is the main benefit for disabled children. Entitlement to DLA is based on mobility difficulties and/or the need for personal care which results from severe disability, including behavioural and communication difficulties. Your child’s medical condition is not, necessarily, the key factor. Rather it’s the disablement that results from it and the effects of that disablement. You can get an application pack to claim DLA from the Benefits Enquiry Line.

Benefits Enquiry Line
Freephone: 0800 882 200
Text phone: 0800 243 355

Email: BEL-Customer-Services@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Web: www.direct.gov.uk/disability-money

Opening Hours: Monday to Friday 8.30 am to 6.30 pm, Saturday 9.00 am to 1.00 pm

DLA has two components: a care component (payable at one of three rates from birth) and a mobility component (payable at one of two rates - the lower rate of which is payable from the age of five and the higher rate from the age of three). The effects of your child’s autism may mean that you qualify for either or both of the care and mobility components of the allowance.

For the lower rate mobility component your child does not need to have physical difficulty in walking in order to qualify; hyperactivity and a lack of any sense of danger or road safety are solid grounds for a claim. If you apply for this component you may wish to give examples in your application form, such as little or no awareness of danger, or behaviour problems like your child sitting in the road or running in front of cars.
However, the guidance or supervision your child requires must be substantially in excess of a typically developing child of his/her age in terms of physical and mental health. To help identify particular problems it might be useful to keep a diary. You should apply for the higher rate mobility component if your child has a physical disability which means he/she is unable or virtually unable to walk. Some behavioural and safety issues might be equivalent to this.

You may find that your child’s autism is difficult to describe within the sections of standard benefit forms. This does not mean that you are not entitled to support, so don’t be put off from applying. It’s worth talking this through with someone who has had experience of describing a child with an ASD on application forms before. This could be another parent or a professional. Alternatively carers’ centres or advice agencies, such as the Citizen’s Advice Bureau, may be able to help.

Some parents find completing a DLA form problematic, as it concentrates only on the difficulties that your child has and not on their strengths and positive qualities. For some parents this is a time when they realise how much help and support their child actually needs. Many families also question whether they are entitled to claim this benefit, believing that it’s for needier families. It’s important to remember that your child has a right to claim. It may be helpful to get the advice of others who are familiar with the forms when filling them in.

When you call to request a claim pack it should arrive with two date stamps on it. The first stamp is the date on which you requested the pack, and the second is a date six weeks later. If you complete and return the form within six weeks, your payments will be backdated to the date that you requested the pack. You will need to post the form a few days before the deadline to ensure it arrives within the six weeks. If you return your form later than six weeks from requesting your pack, your claim is still valid, but it starts from when the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) get your form back.
Carer’s Allowance

Carer’s Allowance is for people who are looking after a sick or disabled person. You can claim Carer’s Allowance whether or not you have savings.

You can claim if

• you get the middle or highest rate care component of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) for your child and
• you care for them for at least 35 hours a week and
• you are not in full-time education and
• your earnings from any work are no more that £84 a week (after deductions for specific expenses).

For further information and claim forms contact the Benefits Enquiry Line on Telephone: 0800 88 22 00

If your child receives the middle or higher rate of DLA and you care for your child at least 35 hours a week you may also be entitled to claim Carer’s Allowance.

You can get more information and download application forms for DLA and Carer’s Allowance from:

www.direct.gov.uk/en/DisabledPeople/FinancialSupport/DisabilityLivingAllowance/DG_10011731 and

The Blue Badge scheme

For families with a child with ASD, a Disabled Person’s Parking Badge (a ‘Blue Badge’) can be extremely helpful, as it enables families to park near local amenities. If your child receives the higher rate mobility component of DLA then you should automatically get a Blue Badge, but you can still apply even if your child doesn’t receive DLA. Several London Boroughs are exempt from the scheme and run their own schemes - contact your council to find out what happens if you live in one of these areas.
Help with adaptations in the home

Some children may need their home environment modified because of health or behaviour difficulties. If you use a room in your house solely for your child’s learning programme, you have a right to apply for a Council Tax reduction.

A child’s challenging behaviour can have a big impact on your household expenses. For example, you may need to replace furniture and bedding more often if your child repetitively damages them. If you are on Income Support or Income Based Jobseekers Allowance, ask whether you can get financial support from the Social Fund.

Support for adaptations may be available in a number of ways and if you think that you are in need of changes in your home, you may want to seek advice. The following Government website provides information on home adaptations and equipment: www.direct.gov.uk/en/DisabledPeople/HomeAndHousingOptions/YourHome

Alternatively, you may like to ring the NAS Autism Helpline. The Family Fund may also be able to help with funds for specific items. For more information, contact:

The Family Fund
Unit 4, Alpha Court
Monks Cross Drive
Huntington
York YO32 9WN

Tel: 0845 130 4542
Textphone: 01904 658 085
Fax: 01904 652 625

Email: info@familyfund.org.uk
Web: www.familyfund.org.uk
Therapies and interventions

How are therapies and interventions helpful?

All parents want to ensure that their children are being given the best chance to make progress. Effective early intervention can help your child:

- communicate with you and with other people
- understand more about the world around them

Effective intervention can also help you:

- interact with your child better
- understand and respond to your child’s behaviour.

Many children with the kind of difficulties described in this booklet are helped by having structure and routine built into their daily lives. Making the world predictable reduces anxiety and associated difficult behaviour. Structure needs to be communicated to the child in a way they can understand. For example, visual cues and schedules are helpful because children with an ASD are often better at understanding information that is presented visually, in the form of pictures or photographs.

What kind of intervention might help?

There are several teaching and therapeutic approaches which have been developed specifically for children with autistic spectrum disorders. Some were developed for all ages, and in all settings, while others are specifically for pre-school children in a home setting. The professionals working with you may use some of these approaches as part of the intervention programme being developed for your child at home or in a pre-school or school setting.

Choosing an intervention method for your child

There’s a lot of debate about different types of intervention and therapies and some parents or professionals hold strong views about ‘what works’ and ‘what doesn’t’. Some families feel a particular therapy or intervention has really helped their child, so they are keen to recommend it. Other parents, who have not experienced such good results, feel families should be warned that there are no easy solutions or magic cures for autism. It’s important to remember that each child is different, and that what helps one child might not help another, and also that children can benefit from different interventions at different stages of their progress.
There are many interventions, with varying levels of research evidence about how effective they are. This booklet can give some basic information about some of the options available, but it cannot recommend any particular methodology.

However, you’ll be in a better position to discuss possibilities and make a plan for your child if:

• you’re aware of all the options available
• you’ve talked to other parents about their choices
• you’ve had a chance to observe the interventions/therapies in practice
• the information you have about the effectiveness of different approaches comes from more than one source.

As you consider different alternatives you may want to ask some of these questions:

• Does this approach have a track record?
• How does it work?
• Is there evidence about how many children with autism have undergone this therapy and what the outcomes are?
• Is there any evidence about whether children who have strengths and difficulties similar to my child are particularly likely to benefit from this approach?
• Is the therapy unsuitable for certain people? Who? Why?
• Are there any side effects? If yes, what are they?
• On what basis will professionals decide whether a particular approach is appropriate for my child?
• How will we judge whether the therapy is successful for my child?

Don’t forget to ask questions about the therapist’s training and experience (including experience of working with clients with your child’s difficulties), and about the arrangements for therapy including cost, payment arrangements, transport and accommodation and whether you will have a written agreement with the therapist.
Some options

The rest of this section lists some therapies and interventions.

Applied Behavioural Analysis (ABA)

ABA is a scientific approach to understanding behaviour (especially learning) and using that understanding, to address a wide range of issues of social importance. In particular, it has proven to be an extremely effective method of working with children with autism and related disabilities.

If you watch a child with autism being taught according to the principles of ABA, you should see an intensive, interactive approach (often one-to-one) designed first to teach basic learning skills and then to encourage motivation to learn more advanced skills. Any aspects of learning that the child finds hard are broken down into small, achievable steps, and are then presented in a simple and consistent way. This approach pays particular attention to building upon a child’s achievements and close monitoring of each child’s progress, underpinned by precise data collection and observation.

ABA does not replace conventional teaching or a conventional curriculum, but it can make it possible for a child with learning disabilities to access such a curriculum. ABA can be used in the home or in school, as the basis of targeted one-to-one therapy, or as a way of facilitating inclusion in mainstream. ABA practitioners work alongside many other professionals to help deliver a child-centred and individualised curriculum, in order to help the child to translate their learning into new situations and provide parents with the skills to respond to their child’s communication, social and behaviour needs.

For further information about ABA, contact:

Peach
Parents for the Early Intervention of Autism in Children
The Brackens
London Road
Ascot
Berkshire SL5 8BE

Tel: 01344 882 248
Fax: 01344 882 391

Email: info@peach.org.uk
Web: www.peach.org.uk
The Son-Rise Program (Option therapy)

Son-Rise is an intensive child-centred, home-based approach focusing on language, interaction, and relationships. Parents and facilitators work one to one with a child in a room designed to be an optimal learning environment.

The first aim is to build the child's self-esteem and help them trust and enjoy other people and their environment; the second is to use relationships to help the child learn and manage their difficulties. The starting point is acceptance of the child’s world - parents and facilitators join in with the child's chosen activities and behaviours. Unwanted behaviour is played down; interaction and positive behaviour are celebrated. Developments and challenges are closely monitored. Appropriate strategies are then chosen to encourage the child’s development and learning at a rate which keeps it fun. Essentially, Son-Rise builds bridges towards the child and then back again towards the wider world.

For further information, contact:

Autism Treatment Center of America
2080 S Undermountain Road
Sheffield MA
USA 01257

Tel: 001 413 229 2100

Email: sonrise@option.org
Web: www.autismtreatmentcenter.org

Visit www.autism.org.uk/directory for information about Son-Rise training courses in the UK.
Treatment and Education of Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped Children (TEACCH)

The TEACCH programme is the most widely-used approach in the UK. It is designed to help children with autism be as independent as possible. It does this by providing children with strategies for coping and understanding their environment. The strategies help to make their world a less confusing and more predictable place. The TEACCH approach organises environments and learning situations to be consistent with what is known about how people with autism think and learn.

TEACCH is used to provide a wide range of services for toddlers, children and adolescents and their families. It’s used to support individual treatment programmes, special education and social skills training. Professionals who use TEACCH focus on the whole child and tend not to specialise in the way that speech and language therapists or psychologists do. Programmes are individual, identifying emerging skills and building on them. The TEACCH approach actively involves parents.

You can find out more about TEACCH and training in the UK from the National Autistic Society. Contact information is given at the back of the booklet.

Dietary and bio-medical interventions

A range of bio-medical interventions are promoted and publicised for children with autism, but as yet very few have received any robust evaluation. If you wish to try interventions with diets or supplements with your child it’s important that you consult your doctor for advice first. They may refer your child to a dietician.

Casein and/or gluten-free diet

Some children on the autistic spectrum benefit from a casein-free (i.e. no milk products) and gluten-free (i.e. no wheat products) diet. This is based on the theory that some children have difficulty processing these substances and that this has an impact on their ASD. Children who benefit most from such dietary interventions appear to be those who have problems with their bowel movements, although this may not always be apparent early on.
Using vitamins and other food supplements

Some parents report that increasing certain substances in children’s diets brings improvements in behaviour and communication. Some scientists also believe that vitamins (e.g. B6 or C), and certain food supplements (like essential fatty acids) can help children with autism.

For more information on dietary and bio-medical interventions, contact:

**ESPA Research (Autism Research Unit)**
The Robert Luff Laboratory
Unit 1331 North East Business & Innovation Centre (BIC)
Sunderland Enterprise Park
Wearfield, Sunderland SR5 2TA

Tel: 0191 549 9300
Email: info@espa-research.org.uk
Web: http://www.espa-research.org.uk/

**Autism Unravelled**
3 Palmera Avenue
Calcot
Reading
Berkshire RG31 7DZ

Tel/Fax: 0845 22 66 510
Email: info@autism-unravelled.org
Web: www.autism-unravelled.org
Communication support

Communication is a particular challenge for children with ASD and difficulty in this area leads to frustration. Helping children to understand and communicate can lead to improvements in behaviour.

Picture symbols (including PECS)

Some children who have not developed speech, or those who already have a vocabulary, find picture symbols helpful. Symbols enable them to communicate more effectively - for example, they can learn to ask for things. Many people with an ASD find learning easier if it’s presented in a visual way and it’s for this reason that they’re encouraged to use symbols. For some, the use of PECS (the Picture Exchange Communication System) will be a precursor to learning spoken language.

The approach is based on the idea that greater understanding between adult and child can be achieved when spoken words are supported by the use of a symbol or icon. Symbols can be used to construct timetables to help explain to a child what is going to happen and when. They can also be used as prompts when skills like brushing your teeth are being taught in a step-by-step way. Picture symbols can be particularly helpful if a child can’t make the eye contact that is needed to use sign language. Picture symbols are often used combined with other interventions.

For further information, contact:

Pyramid Educational Consultants UK
Pavilion House
6 Old Steine
Brighton
East Sussex BN1 1EJ

Tel: 01273 609 555
Fax: 01273 609 556

Email: pyramid@pecs.org.uk
Web: www.pecs.org.uk
Useful resources can also be found at: www.do2learn.com
Signing

Signing can be used with other communication systems like PECS, and with other interventions. Makaton and Signalong are two examples of signing. Signing is not usually taught as a replacement for speech, but to assist in the development of spoken language and communication of intentions. Signing may be a more accessible and interactive communication tool for children who have difficulty discriminating between visual symbols presented to them in pictures, or for those who do not have the fine motor skills or motivation to manipulate picture cards.

For further information, contact:

The Makaton Charity
Manor House,
46 London Road,
Blackwater,
Camberley,
Surrey
GU17 0AA, UK
Tel: 01276 606760
Fax: 01276 36725
Email: info@makaton.org
Web: www.makaton.org

Signalong
The Signalong Group
Stratford House
Waterside Court
Neptune Close
Rochester
Kent ME2 4NZ
Tel: 0845 4508422
Email: info@signalong.org.uk
Web: www.signalong.org.uk
Information for parents
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**British Sign Language**

British Sign Language is the language used by deaf people. You can find out more about it from the British Deaf Association (BDA).

For more information, contact:

**British Deaf Association**
10th Floor
Coventry Point
Market Way
Coventry CV1 1EA

Tel: 02476 550 936
Fax: 02476 221 541
Textphone: 02476 550 393

Email: headoffice@bda.org.uk
Web: www.bda.org.uk

**The Hanen programme**

A family-based training programme that helps parents facilitate their child’s language development and social interaction. Speech and language therapists trained in the Hanen approach use group sessions, individual consultations and evaluation to help parents learn strategies that will encourage language development.

**The Hanen Programme**
The Hanen Center
Suite 515-1075 Bay Street
Toronto,
Ontario,
Canada M5S 2B1

Email: info@hanen.org
Web: www.hanen.org

**Speech and language therapy**

Speech and Language Therapists assess, diagnose and develop a programme of care to help people who have difficulty communicating. They may work on things like listening and attention skills, play, social skills and understanding. They may also use some of the methods described above, such as signing or picture symbols, rather than focusing on speech alone.
There are a number of different ways to get a referral to a speech and language therapist (SALT). For an NHS appointment you can either contact your local speech and language therapy department yourself or your GP can refer you. If you would like to contact a Speech and Language Therapist in your area without going through your GP, contact The Royal College of Speech and Language Therapy. For a private appointment that you pay for, you can contact the Association of Speech and Language Therapists in Independent Practice, who will be able to supply you with contact details for Speech and Language Therapists working in your area.

The Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists
2 White Hart Yard
London
SE1 1NX

Tel: 020 7378 1200

Email: info@rcslt.org
Web: www.rcslt.org.uk

The Association of Speech and Language Therapists in Independent Practice
Coleheath Bottom
Speen
Princes Risborough
Buckinghamshire
HP27 0SZ

Tel: 01494 488306 (Answerphone)
Fax: 01494 488590

Web: www.helpwithtalking.com
Helping your child at home - behaviour

Some children have behaviours that parents find very difficult to manage, and that cause considerable stress for the whole family. Before you try to tackle a behaviour decide whether it really is a problem rather than just inconvenient or embarrassing. It’s always useful to start by trying to identify the reason for the behaviour from the child’s perspective, and considering what the child is trying to communicate through their behaviour. Some behaviours are directly linked to difficulties the child has communicating because of their autism. Other triggers might be social situations which they find stressful, unstructured time, sensory difficulties, medical reasons, and change which your child finds stressful. You may find it helpful to track your child’s behaviour in a diary, so you can begin to see patterns in behaviour and notice small, positive changes as you develop strategies.

Understanding your child’s particular difficulties will help you develop strategies to help with behaviour problems. Try to be consistent when dealing with difficult behaviour, and don’t expect it to change overnight. Exercise, such as trampolining or swimming, can be a really good way of relieving stress and working off frustration. Introducing structure, visual supports or addressing sensory issues may also be helpful.

This is what other parents say:

‘Whilst appreciating that many children have tempers, all mothers (and grandmothers) who have witnessed these in Dan, remark at the ferocity and regularity of his. We are sure that many tempers are caused by his frustration at his inability to communicate his feelings and needs.’

‘Our child cannot tell us when he’s really tired, so we’ve learned that when he wants to go to bed, he throws his toys around.’

‘When dealing with their difficult and challenging behaviour follow the three Cs: Calmness, Consistency and Clear messages. Again it’s one of those things we all know we should do but when little ‘Steve, Sally or Jane’ is throwing yet another seemingly unwarranted ‘paddy’ in the middle of the supermarket or park or insists upon lying on your coffee table while your friends are trying to rescue their cups and looking at you with that “How do you cope with this?” look on their faces, you have to be almost super human to maintain control.’

‘You need to make sure that everyone who comes into contact with your child gets to know him or her and the triggers that set off difficult behaviour, because each and every child with autism has different triggers.’
‘I think you’ve got to learn to think differently. Supposing he’s ripping wallpaper off the wall. You think “Oh no, is he going to stop doing that?” Then you try and look at that destructive behaviour and turn it into something constructive, like, “Yes, you can rip something up, but rip this catalogue up”. Then you get a bin bag, you put the rubbish in there, and then you do some papier mâché.’

‘My husband would sometimes do mashed potato, make it into a boat, and say “That’s the boat on the sea”, using a bit of creative thinking. Especially for something they’re particularly obsessed about like say dinosaurs or something, you could make a picture of one out of food. It’s amazing, but it does actually work.’

Sometimes a professional with practical experience of autism can give advice, or it may help to talk to other parents who have experienced similar problems and who have developed creative solutions to help their child. All the advisors on the NAS Autism Helpline have experience of working with people with autism and can advise on behavioural issues. There are some helpful books giving advice on strategies for difficult behaviours. Details are given at the end of this booklet.
Being a parent

Parents of children with ASDs often feel they have to take on the vital role of ensuring that their child gets what they need. This may seem daunting as you think about the journey ahead but many parents find that later they become impressed by their own determination, level of knowledge and sheer ability to cope.

‘What would I say to other parents? “You’re the mother, you’re the parent, you know best. Go with your instincts”.’

‘You find such hidden strengths in yourself. I mean I have done so many things that I would never have done otherwise. I started a psychology degree because I got fed up with people saying, “You haven’t got letters behind your name” - and so I said, “Watch this space”.’

But you don’t have to become a ‘super mum’ or ‘super dad’. It’s important to look after yourself too.

‘It’s very easy to feel guilty, to feel you should be doing more for your child. Every time you sit back and let them watch a video for hours on end you feel you’ve failed. But you have to conserve your energy and look after yourself, because if you’re not happy, your child won’t be happy, and having a child with an ASD is long-term - it’s a marathon not a sprint.’

In order to get support for your child you may have to read about the subject, ring people or follow up when things don’t happen.

‘You don’t have to take everything at face value and you can ask questions. You will find that, if you choose to research the subject, you will quickly become more knowledgeable than many professionals.’

If you understand what you are entitled to and how statutory services operate, you will find it easier to ask professionals the right questions at the right time.

‘I believed that the paediatrician had a lot more power than they did. So when the paediatrician said, “I’ve written to the education department and told them to do a statement”, I thought, “A doctor has told the education department to do a statement, that means it’s going to happen”. I had no idea that a doctor had no power or authority over the education department. All she was doing was asking the education department to put our name down on a list. Nothing happened.’
'I have had to go through two or three different professionals. Some won’t refer, some will - and you just have to keep asking for a second opinion when you can. We got a referral from somebody that I would never have expected to be able to refer. It was a clinical psychologist in the end, who was basically helping us with diet. She was the one that referred us to occupational therapy when nobody else would refer us there. Mind blowing really.’

Other parents emphasise that it’s important to develop good working relationships with professionals who are supporting your child and to recognise the constraints that they work under. It also helps to work closely with the people who are supporting your child on communication, behaviour management and daily structure. If your child is treated consistently, the better the results will be and the less isolated you will feel.

In the past, understanding of autism was often inadequate. There is more knowledge and understanding than there used to be, partly because of the efforts of parents and autism charities to educate professionals about the condition. At times, however, you can still come across gaps in professionals’ understanding.

‘You have to acknowledge up front that the systems aren’t perfect. Then parents are less likely to get so confrontational, so disappointed, so angry, particularly if they’re referred early on to other parents who have been there, and done that.’

With pressure on services and poor co-ordination between departments, it can take a long time and be quite difficult to access the help your child needs. In some cases, parents have had to learn a lot about the system in order to access the service their child is legally entitled to.

If you’re not happy about the service you’re getting, it’s important to keep a note of the facts, with dates, and to find a way to voice your concern.

Sometimes it’s effective to write a letter, and sometimes it’s necessary to formalise your request into a letter of complaint, and use whatever complaints procedure is available.

If your concerns are about the service provided by the local education authority, someone from your local Parent Partnership Service may be able to help you put your complaint together in a non-aggressive way.
Parent Partnership Services provide support and advice to parents whose children have special educational needs. Their job is to provide accurate, unbiased information on the full range of options available. They are there to help parents make informed decisions about their child’s education. If you need help finding this agency in your area ring:

**Contact a Family**
209-211 City Road
London EC1V 1JN

National Freephone Helpline: 0808 808 3555
Textphone Helpline: 0808 808 3556

Email: info@cafamily.org.uk
Web: www.cafamily.org.uk

If you are unhappy about a health service, the NHS **Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)** may be able to help. PALS should listen to your concerns and help sort out problems on your behalf. Contact details for your local PALS team should be available from your GP or health centre. You could also call the **NAS Helpline** for advice on how to make a complaint or what to do if you are dissatisfied with a service.
A final word

With all the challenges facing parents who have a child with an autistic spectrum disorder (ASD), it’s a common experience to start to focus on meeting their child’s needs at the expense of their own. When a child depends so much on the understanding of someone who can tune into their complex needs, it’s hard for parents both to persuade others to give them a break from care and to develop confidence that others can do it.

‘When it comes to getting help for your child, it’s important to keep a balance. If you’re spending 24 hours of the day dealing with your child with special needs, to the exclusion of everything else that exists in your life, your marriage might break up or you might lose your other children in terms of their communication and connectedness. So I would say, keep a balance, try out different things but don’t try them all at once. Have a go at some things and see.’

Brothers and sisters of a child with an ASD may need their own support, or they may just benefit from being with other children who share this experience. They may have this opportunity if their parents join a local group. There are a number of books for siblings that explain ASDs in a child-friendly way which you can find out about at the end of the booklet.

Finally, parents stress that by taking one step at a time they have been able to overcome what they felt were huge challenges. You may never be able to answer all the questions, but the ratio of questions to answers will change, and you will be more able to see the bigger picture.

‘You can be confident that what you feel is daunting now, you will actually look back on and find that you can deal with easily. There are always going to be challenges ahead, but, you’ll be amazed at the level of expertise that you gain.’

‘Just take a deep breath and if you can, do one thing a day. If it’s one phone call that has left you with another ten to do, then still you have done something. And doing something makes you feel better.’
Books and other sources of information

Autism: how to help your young child
Leicestershire County Council & Fosse Health Trust

Can’t eat, won’t eat: dietary difficulties and autistic spectrum disorders
Brenda Legge

Caring for a child with autism
Martine Ives and Nell Munro
A broad ranging book which aims to answer all the questions that parents of newly diagnosed children ask and with numerous useful contacts.

Challenging behaviour and autism: making sense - making progress
Philip Whitaker
The National Autistic Society (2001)
A step-by-step practical guide for parents, teachers and carers of youngsters with ASD looking at prevention and management of common behaviour difficulties.

Diagnosis: reactions in families
Brenda Nally

Everybody is different: a book for young people who have brothers and sisters with autism
Fiona Bleach
The National Autistic Society (2001)
Aimed at children aged 8-13.

First steps in intervention with your child with autism – frameworks for communication
Phil Christie et al.
Jessica Kingsley Publishers (2009)

Guidelines for working with children with autistic spectrum disorders at foundation stage and key stage 1
South Gloucestershire Council
National Autistic Society (2005)

It can get better: dealing with common behaviour problems in young autistic children
Paul Dickinson and Liz Hannah
My brother is different: a book for young children who have brothers and sisters with autism
Louise Gorrod
The National Autistic Society (1997)
Aimed at children aged 4-7.

My sister is different
Sarah Hunter
Life of a sister who has autism, written by a 10 year old who also has an ASD.

Parenting across the autism spectrum: unexpected lessons we have learned
Maureen F. Morrell and Ann Palmer

Playing, laughing and learning with children on the autistic spectrum
Julia Moor
A practical guide to play activities. Useful for toddlers and primary school children who are struggling to learn how to play.

Raising a child with autism: a guide to applied behaviour analysis for parents
Shira Richman
Jessica Kingsley Publishers (2001)

Teaching young children with autistic spectrum disorders to learn
Liz Hannah
The National Autistic Society (2001)
A very practical and straightforward book for parents and staff in mainstream schools and nurseries, for children from three to seven. It contains lots of ideas and exercises to address the particular needs of a child with autistic spectrum disorder (ASD).
Parents considering educational options may wish to read the following:

**Autistic spectrum disorders: good practice guidance**
Department for Children, Schools and Families.
Department of Health
DCSF/0597/2002/REV

**Special Educational Needs Code of Practice**
Department for Children, Schools and Families.
DCSF/0581/2001

**Special Educational Needs: a guide for parents and carers**
Department for Children, Schools and Families.
DCSF/00639/2008

These publications are all available from:

**DCSF Publications**
PO Box 5050
Sherwood Park
Annesley
Nottinghamshire NG15 0DJ

Tel: 0845 600 9506
Fax: 0845 603 3360

The following books were also recommended by parents who helped to write this guide:

**The AiA gluten and dairy free cookbook**
Marilyn Le Breton, Jessica Kingsley Publishers (2002)

**Children with starving brains**
Jaquelyn McCandless, Bramble Books (2002)

**Diet intervention and autism**
Marilyn Le Breton, Jessica Kingsley Publishers (2001)

**Freaks, geeks & Asperger syndrome**

**Life behind glass**

**My social stories book**
Nobody nowhere
Donna Williams, Corgi (1993)

The out-of-sync child
Carol Stock Kranowitz, Penguin (2005)

Teach me language?
Sabrina Freeman and Lorelei Dake, SKF Books (1996)

Thinking in pictures

Understanding and working with the spectrum of autism
Wendy Lawson, Jessica Kingsley Publishers (2001)

Visual strategies for improving communication
Linda Hodgdon, Quirk Roberts (2004)
Useful organisations

Advisory Centre for Education (ACE)
1c Aberdeen Studios
22 Highbury Grove
London N5 2DQ

Tel: 0808 800 5793 General advice line (Mon-Fri 10am-5pm)
Web: www.ace-ed.org.uk

Contact a Family (CAF)
Helps families who care for children with any disability or special need. CAF is a main source of information about rare disorders and can assist affected adults as well as children.

209-211 City Road
London EC1V 1JN

Freephone Helpline: 0808 808 3555
Textphone Helpline: 0808 808 3556
Tel: 020 7608 8700
Minicom: 020 7608 8702 Fax: 020 7608 8701

Email: info@cafamily.org.uk
Web: www.cafamily.org.uk

Family Rights Group
The Print House
18 Ashwin Street
London E8 3DL

Advice line is open: Mon to Fri: 10am-3.30pm Freephone number 0808 801 0366.

Email: advice@frg.org.uk
Web: www.frg.org.uk

National Autistic Society (NAS)
The National Autistic Society is the UK’s leading charity for people affected by autism. It was founded in 1962, by a group of parents who were passionate about ensuring a better future for their children. Today it has over 18,000 members, 90 branches and provides a wide range of advice, information, support and specialist services to 100,000 people each year. A local charity with a national presence, it campaigns and lobbies for lasting positive change for people affected by autism.
The National Autistic Society has an Autism Helpline for anyone in the UK whose lives are affected by autistic spectrum disorders. It answers enquiries on a wide range of topics and can direct you towards sources of help and support. The Helpline is accessible to callers whose first language is not English as it has access to interpreters and it also has a minicom number for deaf and hard of hearing callers. The Helpline is open 10am-4pm Monday to Friday. Helpline information sheets are also available online at www.autism.org.uk/a-z

The Autism Services Directory is a UK-wide online searchable database which holds up-to-date information on local support groups, diagnostic services, schools and early years support, training courses and a range of other services. www.autism.org.uk/directory

The NAS Advocacy for Education Service provides advice and support on education related issues. On ringing the number below, callers will hear options for the Education Advice Line for general advice, or the Tribunal Support Scheme for help with appealing to the First-tier Tribunal (Special Educational Needs and Disability).

Tel: 0845 070 4002 (local call rate)

National Autistic Society
393 City Road
London EC1V 1NG

Helpline: 0845 070 4004 (local call rate)
Minicom: 0845 070 4003 (local call rate)
Parent-to-Parent Support Line: 0800 952 0520
Tel: 020 7833 2299

Email: info@nas.org.uk
Helpline email: autismhelpline@nas.org.uk
Web: www.autism.org.uk
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Pre-school Learning Alliance
National educational charity and umbrella body, linking over 15,000 community based pre-schools and 800,000 children and their families. Supports the active involvement of parents in their children's early education and offers a range of training courses.

The Fitzpatrick Building
188 York Way
London N7 9AD

Tel: 020 7697 2500
Fax: 020 7700 0319

Email: info@pre-school.org.uk
Web: www.pre-school.org.uk

TreeHouse
TreeHouse is the national charity for autism education. The TreeHouse vision is to transform through education the lives of children with autism and the lives of their families. Established in 1997 by a group of parents, TreeHouse runs a school for children and young people with autism and campaigns nationally for better education for children and young people with autism. It also trains professionals and commissions research. TreeHouse has published extensive resources to support parents campaigning and working with their local authority to develop better education provision and services in their area, and the talkaboutautism.org.uk online community offers opportunities for parents to share information, advice and support.

TreeHouse
The Pears National Centre for Autism Education
Woodside Avenue
London N10 3JA

Telephone: 020 8815 5444
Fax: 020 8815 5442

Email: info@treehouse.org.uk
Web: www.treehouse.org.uk
Glossary

**Advocacy** - support to help people who find it difficult to communicate their views, especially in relation to statutory and legal services

**ABA** - Applied Behavioural Analysis. An approach to teaching which emphasises positive reinforcement and is underpinned with observation and monitoring: interactive and child-centred

**Asperger Syndrome** - a type of autistic spectrum disorder. People with Asperger Syndrome usually have fewer difficulties with language than people with autism and do not have accompanying learning disabilities that some people with autism have. They are likely to be of average or above average intelligence

**ADHD** - attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. A developmental disorder which can cause overactive behaviour (hyperactivity), impulsive behaviour and difficulties in concentrating

**ASD** - autistic spectrum disorder, a developmental disorder characterised by difficulties with social interaction, social communication and rigidity of thinking

**Carer’s allowance** - a benefit available to people with care for someone with a disability

**Casein** - protein found in milk and milk products

**Direct payments** - a way of choosing and paying for services provided by Social Services which can be adapted to meet your family’s needs

**Disability Living Allowance** - a benefit for children and adults with a disability. It is made up of a care component and a mobility component

**Dyslexia** - a specific learning difficulty which mainly affects the development of literacy and language related skills.

**Dyspraxia** - a difficulty in co-ordinating movement

**Echolalia** - repeating words or phrases spoken by someone else
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**Educational psychologist** - tackle the problems encountered by children and young people in education. They carry out a wide range of tasks with the aim of enhancing children’s learning and enabling teachers to become more aware of the social factors affecting teaching and learning.

**Gluten** - protein found in wheat

**Hanen** - a training programme for children who have a delay in developing language

**Kanner autism** - also sometimes called ‘classic autism’. An autistic spectrum disorder characterised by difficulties in social communication and interaction and rigidity of thinking. People who have Kanner autism often have a delay in developing language and a learning disability

**Lovaas** - a form of Applied Behavioural Analysis delivered in a home setting for pre-school children

**Makaton** - a form of sign language often used with people who have learning disabilities

**Paediatrician** - a doctor who specialises in treating children

**Parent Partnership Service** - a local service which provides support and advice for families of children with special educational needs

**PDD** - pervasive development disorder. A general term for disorders which affect communication and social skills and includes autistic spectrum disorders

**PDD-NOS** - pervasive development disorder not otherwise specified. Where someone has a pervasive development disorder but there is not enough information to give a more specific diagnosis

**PECS** - picture exchange communication system. A way of using pictures and symbols to help children who have difficulty communicating with speech

**Portage** - a home visiting educational service for pre-school children with additional needs such as a disability

**Respite services** - services for people who have a disability and their family to give them a rest and a break

**Semantic pragmatic disorder** - a communication disorder where people have difficulty understanding the meaning of words and may use them in the wrong context. It can be linked to autism

**Special Educational Needs (SEN)** - special educational needs
SENCO - special educational needs co-ordinator. A member of staff in schools and early years settings who co-ordinates provision for children with special educational needs

Son-Rise - a home-based, intensive, autism-specific intervention

Speech and language therapy (SALT) - a form of therapy to support people who have difficulties with communication. Speech and language therapists may work privately or through the NHS

Statement of special educational needs - a document provided by a local authority which sets out a child’s needs and all the extra help they should get

TEACCH - an autism-specific approach which helps children cope with and understand their environment

Triad of impairments - the three impairments which characterise autism: social communication, social interaction and rigidity of thinking
Early Support

Early Support is the Government’s programme to improve the quality, consistency and coordination of services for young disabled children and their families across England. Early Support is funded and managed by the Department for Children Schools and Families (DCSF) and is an integral part of the wider Aiming High for Disabled Children (AHDC) programme, jointly delivered by DCSF and the Department of Health. The AHDC programme is seeking to transform the services that disabled children and their families receive.

Early Support is targeted at families with babies or children under five with additional support needs associated with disability or emerging special educational needs although the principles of partnership working with families can be applied across the age range. This partnership working between families and professionals means that families remain at the heart of any discussions or decisions about their child - their views are listened to and respected and their expertise is valued by the professionals working with them.

To find out more about the Early Support programme and associated training or to view or download other materials produced by the programme, visit www.dcsf.gov.uk/everychildmatters/earlysupport

This booklet is one in a series produced in response to requests from families, professional agencies and voluntary organisations for better standard information about particular conditions or disabilities. This is the third edition of the booklet, which updates information and incorporates comments from those who used the material in 2004-2009.

The other titles in the series are:

Cerebral Palsy (ES10)
Deafness (ES11)
Down syndrome (ES13)
If your child has a rare condition (ES18)
Multi-sensory impairment (ES9)
Learning disabilities (ES15)
Speech and language difficulties (ES14)
Visual impairment (ES8)
When your child has no diagnosis (ES16)

Three additional Information for parents booklets, one on Sleep, one on Neurological disorders and one on Behaviour will be available by Spring 2010.
Other Early Support information about services is available separately, or as part of the Early Support Family pack. The Family pack helps families who come into contact with many different professionals to co-ordinate activity and share information about their child through the first few years of life, using a Family file.

Early Support would like to thank the families and professionals who have been involved in development of this booklet and to thank the National Autistic Society (NAS) and TreeHouse for their help in writing and more recently revising this booklet.

National Autistic Society (NAS)
The National Autistic Society is the UK’s leading charity for people affected by autism. We were founded in 1962, by a group of parents who were passionate about ensuring a better future for their children. Today we have over 18,000 members, 90 branches and provide a wide range of advice, information, support and specialist services to 100,000 people each year. A local charity with a national presence, we campaign and lobby for lasting positive change for people affected by autism.

National Autistic Society
393 City Road
London EC1V 1NG

Helpline: 0845 070 4004 (local call rate)
Minicom: 0845 070 4003 (local call rate)
Parent-to-Parent Support Line: 0800 952 0520
Tel: 020 7833 2299

Email: info@nas.org.uk
Website: www.autism.org.uk
TreeHouse

TreeHouse is the national charity for autism education. The TreeHouse vision is to transform through education the lives of children with autism and the lives of their families. Established in 1997 by a group of parents, TreeHouse runs a school for children and young people with autism and campaigns nationally for better education for children and young people with autism. It also trains professionals and commissions research.

TreeHouse has published extensive resources to support parents campaigning and working with their local authority to develop better education provision and services in their area, and the talkaboutautism.org.uk online community offers opportunities for parents to share information, advice and support.

TreeHouse
The Pears National Centre for Autism Education
Woodside Avenue
London N10 3JA

Telephone: 020 8815 5444
Facsimile: 020 8815 5442
Email: info@treehouse.org.uk
Web: www.treehouse.org.uk